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Air Gap Response of Floating
Structures: Statistical Predictions
Versus Observed Behavior
The air gap response of a specific semi-submersible platform subjected to irregular w
is considered. Detailed model tests for this structure are studied in depth. Using
histories of both motions and air gap, statistical analyses both for the absolute n
structure wave elevation (with respect to a fixed observer), and the relative wave e
tion (with respect to the moving structure) are performed. Statistics of wave c
amplification, due to diffraction, are established. Corresponding amplification factors
derived from linear diffraction theory, and the results of theory and observations
critically compared. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1377867#
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Introduction
The air gap response, and potential deck impact, of ocean s

tures under random waves is generally of considerable inte
While air gap modeling is of concern both for fixed and floati
structures, it is particularly challenging in the case of floaters
cause of their large volume, and the resulting effects of w
diffraction and radiation. These give rise to two distinct effects:!
global forces and resulting motions are significantly affected
diffraction effects; and 2! the local net wave elevation,hnet(t),
can also be considerably influenced by diffraction, particularly
locations above a pontoon and/or near a major column. Both
fects are important in air gap prediction: we need to know b
how high the waves rise, and how low the deck translates ve
cally ~due to net heave and pitch! at a given point to meet the
waves. We consider here both effects, but focus primarily on
net wave elevationhnet(t)—as we believe this to be the mo
challenging modeling step to predict the air gap response.

We consider in this paper a specific semi-submersible platfo
Veslefrikk, which is currently operated by Statoil in the North S
at a water depth of 574 ft~175 m!. Our focus here is to compar
detailed model test results with the predictions from linear diffr
tion theory. Specifically, we have two main goals:

• We seek to demonstrate how the test data can be efficie
analyzed, relating fractiles of the input far-field waveh(t) and the
output near-structure wavehnet. This results in an effective ‘‘cres
amplification factor’’ for use in air gap design. While applied he
specifically to the air gap problem, we believe such a fract
based approach can be useful in calibrating design wave pr
dures in a wide range of applications.

• We seek to test the adequacy of linear diffraction analy
We recognize here that ocean waves are inherently nonlinear
that this nonlinearity cannot be ignored in predicting statistics
extreme crests. The hypothesis to be tested here, however, is
the main source of nonlinearity lies in the input incident wav
and that the correction in wave crest amplitude due to diffract
can be well-estimated by the corresponding correction predi
by linear theory.

Note that this paper describes ongoing work into the statist
analysis of the air gap problem. In conjunction with studying e
perimental results directly, statistical post-processing algorith
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are currently under development to predict extreme air gap st
tics consistent with linear and/or nonlinear diffraction analys
e.g.,@1,2#.

Problem Definition
Our test data come from a 1:45-length-scale model of Ve

frikk, tested in the wave tank at Marintek under various types
irregular waves@3#. Figure 1 shows a plan view of the platform
together with the nine, locations for which the air gap respon
have been measured as a function of time. As Fig. 1 shows
tests studied here apply long-crested waves in a diagonal direc
with respect to the structure.

Table 1 summarizes the geometric properties of the platfo
Tests have been run for two different draft levels:d575.5 ft ~23
m! and d585.3 ft ~26 m!. The cases with deeper draft confor
with the original Veslefrikk operating conditions, during whic
wave impact with the underside of the deck was observed in
field ~and reproduced in these model tests!. We focus here on the
observed results for the more shallow draft,d575.5 ft ~23 m!.

In the model tank tests, the waves have first been imposed
the model removed, and the incident waveh(t) measured at lo-

m-
ew-

;Fig. 1 Plan view of Veslefrikk platform and location of air gap
probes
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cation 7, where the platform is to be centered. Following comm
practice,h(t) histories have been generated from a stationary r
dom process model, applied over a fixed ‘‘seastate’’ duration
Tss53 h. Its spectral density function,Sh( f ), is described by
three basic parameters: 1! the significant wave heightHS54sh ,
which determines the total spectral power; 2! the peak spectra
periodTP , at whose corresponding frequencyf P51/TP the spec-
trum is maximized; and 3! the peakedness factorg, which deter-
mines precisely how narrow~peaked! the spectrumSh( f ) is near
f p . There different test conditions were performed for thed
575.5 ft~23 m! draft; Table 2 describes theHS , TP , andg values
for each of these three test conditions.

Relating Wave Elevation to Air Gap
As noted in the foregoing, it is useful to first consider the n

wave elevation,hnet, with respect to a fixed origin. The nex
logical step is to consider the relative wave elevationr (t) mea-
sured with respect to the moving structure~e.g., that would be
measured by a wavestaff attached to the structure!

r ~ t !5hnet~ t !2d~ t ! (1)

Here,d(t) denotes the net vertical displacement at the field po
of interest, which in turn is generally a mixture of the form

d~ t !5j3~ t !1y•j4~ t !2x•j5~ t ! (2)

Table 1 Characteristics of Veslefrikk platform

Table 2 Seastate parameters for which model tests were
conducted
Journal of Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering
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in terms of the rigid-body motionsj3 , j4 , andj5 in heave, roll,
and pitch, and the field-point location~x,y! of interest. Finally, the
available air gapa(t) is the difference between the still-water a
gap,a0 , and the relative waver (t)

a~ t !5a02r ~ t ! (3)

In the following we shall focus mainly onhnet(t), which is
likely the most challenging quantity to model, and then on t
relative wave elevationr (t)—and hence, by implication, the ai
gap responsea(t). Note, however, that we infer these quantiti
from measurements in the inverse order; that is, air gap pro
directly measurea(t), from which we use Eq.~3! to infer r (t),
and Eqs.~1!–~2! to infer d(t), and hencehnet(t). ~The test results
include measurements of the motionsj i in all 6 degrees of
freedom.!

Crest Amplification From Data Analysis
In a design wave approach, it is common to consider the c

sequence of a single incident wave cycle, with critical values
amplitude and associated period and profile. The resulting crit
response level during this cycle is then taken as the basis
design procedures, generally with appropriate load factors; e
@4#. We consider here the use of a similar cycle-by-cycle analy
to predict extreme values of the net wavehnet, and also of the
relative waver (t) with respect to the structure.

Cycle-by-Cycle Results From Concurrent Data. In estab-
lishing appropriate calibration factors for a design wave approa
it is common to seek a relationship between the input and ou
amplitude inconcurrentcycles. Specifically, from the input wav
processh(t) we define ‘‘cycles’’ as periods separated by succ
sive upcrossings of the mean levelmh50. The input wave ampli-
tudesX1 ...XN are then the peak~crest! amplitudes for each cycle
of h(t), and the response amplitudesY1 ...YN are the correspond
ing maximum values of the response~here,hnet! occurring during
each of theN input wave cycles.

One may then seek to use linear regression to relate the am
tudesXi andYi of the input and output wave

Yi5ac1bcXi1e (4)

The subscriptc is used here to indicate that one is trying to pred
the output wave amplitudeYi as a function of the concurrent inpu
amplitudeXi in the same cycle. Regression estimates then y
the parameter estimates

bc5r
sY

sX
; ac5mY2bcmX ; se

25~12r2!sY
2 (5)

in terms of the estimated~sample! meansmX andmY of X andY,
the corresponding variancessX

2 andsY
2, and the correlation coef-

ficient r betweenX andY. Note that these statistics are the mea
variances and correlation coefficient of the peaks of the proces
and not of the entire processes. These rms peak values reflec
nonlinear nature of the extremes to a greater extent than the rm
the process, which only weakly reflects nonlinear effects@5#.

To illustrate, we focus first on the seastate with parame
HS545.9 ft ~14.0 m!, TP513.5 s, for which most data are avai
able (T53 h36 tests518 h). Concatenating these tests yields
total of N55422 input wave cycles. Figures 2–4 show the resu
ing N55422 (Xi ,Yi) data corresponding to output waveshnet at
locations 7, 5, and 1, respectively.~The input waves are the same
hence only theYi values differ in these figures.! Recall from Fig.
1 that location 7 corresponds to the platform center, while lo
tions 1 and 5 are just in front of major columns. As may
expected, the near-column locations show somewhat larger m
mum crest levels:Ymax, is roughly 66 ft~20 m at location 5 and
82 ft ~25 m! at location 1, compared with an input maximumXmax
of roughly 59 ft ~18 m!.

To characterize this amplification statistically, Figs. 2–4 a
show the mean trendac1bcXi from linear regression.~The other
AUGUST 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 119
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lines shown, which predict fractiles ofy, will be explained later in
connection with Figs. 5–7.! Note the following difficulties with
using the regression trend only:

• Because the mean trend line neglects the effect of the« term
in Eq. ~4!, it will generally underestimate the marginal variabili
of Y. Indeed, in the limit asr→0, we will generally find a hori-

Fig. 2 Concurrent crest data; location 7 „platform center …

Fig. 3 Concurrent crest data; location 5

Fig. 4 Concurrent crest data; location 1
120 Õ Vol. 123, AUGUST 2001
y

zontal trend (bc→0), regardless of how high the marginal var
ability sY becomes with respect tosX . As a result, we often find
here thatbc,1, despite the fact that extremeY values are gener-
ally larger than correspondingX values.~For convenience of vi-
sual comparison, note that all figures have identicalX and Y

Fig. 5 Ordered „fractile … crest data; location 7 „platform
center …

Fig. 6 Ordered „fractile … crest data; location 5

Fig. 7 Ordered „fractile … crest data; location 1
Transactions of the ASME
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scales; hence a ‘‘neutral’’ slopeb51 would connect the lower-
left and upper-right vertices of the figure window.! Note espe-
cially the results for location 1~Fig. 4!: the regression slope i
found to be onlybc50.66, despite the fact that extremeY out-
comes appear systematically larger than corresponding extremX
values.

• The relatively small slope valuebc in Eq. ~5! arises from the
goal of standard regression, which is to minimize errors in p
dicting Yi for givenXi . One may instead seek a best prediction
Xi for given Yi ; this yields a steeper line, with slopebc8
5dY/dX5(1/r)•sY /sX . This, however, neglects the corre
sponding variability ofX at givenY, thereby giving a systemati
cally low dX/dY, and hence highdY/dX.

• We may seek other, modified versions of regression analy
that produce ‘‘more reasonable’’ trends. Fundamentally, howe
one may question the adequacy of any single trendline, w
based on data as scattered as in Fig. 4. We show in the forthc
ing how such regression results can still be used in a design-w
approach, even when the data show such large cycle-to-cycle
ability as in Fig. 4.

Fractile Results From Ordered and Nonordered Data. For
design of structures against extreme waves, one is often m
interested not in the responseYi in a specified wave cyclei, but
rather in the response levelYp with a specified exceedance pro
ability p. If we have a corresponding estimate of the input wa
amplitudeXp at the same probability level, we may seek a ne
deterministic linear relation betweenXp andYp directly

Yp5ap1bpXp (6)

Note that the notationap andbp for these coefficients is intende
to denote that the resulting trend is intended to apply on a frac
by-fractile basis~i.e., for givenp!. In contrast,ac and bc have
been derived from a concurrent basis~i.e., for given wave cyclei,
or alternate choices of concurrent input/output ‘‘events’’!.

We may seek to estimate the coefficientsap in bp in Eq. ~6!
directly from the reprocessed data, in whichXp is plotted versus
Yp . Effectively, this amounts to reordering both theXi and Yi
data vectors; for example, the largestXi and Yi value are both
assigned the same fractile levelp51/N, the second largest value
p52/N, and so forth. Alternatively, we suggest here a simp
way to directly predict the parametersap andbp without reorder-
ing data—which can be inferred directly from the statistics
cycle-by-cycle data. In particular, if we assume thatXi and Yi
each have marginal normal probability distributions, we m
write

Yp2mY

sY
5

Xp2mX

sX
5Up (7)

in which Up is the corresponding fractile of astandardnormal
distribution~e.g.,Up50.0 for p50.5,Up51.0 for p50.84, etc.!.
Each statistical quantity expressed in Eq.~7! refers to just the
peaks of the process, rather than to the process itself. One
rewrite the equation in the form of Eq.~6!, in which the trendline
parameters are simply

bp5
sY

sX
5

bc

r
; ap5mY2bpmX (8)

Note that Eqs.~7!–~8! are not restricted to the Gaussian distrib
tion model. They apply to any distribution that has an addit
shift parameter and a multiplicative scale parameter; common
amples include both the Gumbel and Gaussian distributions.
some other distributions, such as the Weibull and lognormal,
assumption should be applied to ln(Y) versus ln(X). The choice of
distributions can be dictated by the appearance of the dat
plotted on linear or on log scales. The air gap results presente
Figs. 5–7 plot as nearly straight lines on the linear scale sho

Figures 5–7 show that this simple predicted fractile line, w
bp5sY /sX , generally agrees quite well with the observed,
Journal of Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering
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dered (Xp ,Yp) data. Note that this agreement holds even at lo
tion 1 ~Fig. 7!, despite the significantly scattered cycle-by-cyc
data ~Fig. 4! on which it is based. This suggests that we c
predict the fractile trendline from Eq.~6! without reordering the
data, in one of two ways:

• bp5bc /r; i.e., inflating the regression slopebc by a factor of
1/r.

• bp5sY /sX , the ratio between the standard deviations of t
Y andX. This avoids the regression analysis of paired dat

Note that this fractile trendline is preserved if the roles ofX and
Y are interchanged; in this casedX/dY5sX /sY, and hencebp
5dY/dX remains equal tosY /sX . Note also that like both mean
regression lines~of Y givenX and vice versa!, the line relatingYp
to Xp from Eqs. ~6! and ~8! also passes through the mean p
(mX ,mY) from the data. At all other points, Eq.~6! passes be-
tween these two regression trends, in view of its intermed
slope.

Results Across Field Points. The foregoing suggests that th
slopebp , from Eq.~8!, serves as a useful ‘‘response amplificatio
factor,’’ relating input and output levels at corresponding fractil
~Note thatap is found to be nearly zero here; i.e., the predict
fractile lines in Figs. 5–7 nearly pass through the origin.! The
‘‘OBSERVED’’ results in Fig. 8 shows the resulting crest amp
fication factors,bp , found for all field points from the two sea
states with most data: (HS ,TP)5(39.4 ft,11.5 s)5(12 m,11.5 s)
and (45.9 ft,13.5 s)5(14 m,13.5 s). The largest observed ampli
cation, roughly 1.4, is found at location 1~in front of the up-wave
column!. Other near-column locations~4, 5, 6, and 9! show am-
plification factors of roughly 1.2. As might be expected, som
what greater amplifications generally occur for the smallerTP
case~with shorter wavelengths, hence larger relative effect of
structure!. The largest amplifications, however, at the near-colu
locations are relatively constant for the twoTP cases considered
The corresponding predicted results in Fig. 8 are described in
forthcoming.

Crest Amplification From Diffraction
Formally, we may split the input incident waveh(t) into a

‘‘linear part’’ hL(t) and a remaining ‘‘nonlinear contribution’
hNL(t)

h~ t !5hL~ t !1hNL~ t ! (9)

While h(t) describes the actual wave surface,hL(t) describes our
linear approximation in solving its governing equations~i.e., im-
posing the free-surface condition at the still water level, rat
than at the actual time-varying surface!. The nonlinear term

Fig. 8 Theory versus data: absolute wave amplification
AUGUST 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 121
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hNL(t) is thus defined implicitly, as the difference betweenh(t)
andhL(t). In fact, detailed statistical studies suggest thathNL(t)
is often accurately predicted by a second-order, random w
model @6#.

In a similar way, we may decompose the net ‘‘output’’ nea
structure wave,hnet(t), into linear and remaining nonlinear term

hnet~ t !5hnet,L~ t !1hnet,NL~ t ! (10)

Linear diffraction codes, e.g.,@7#, estimate the transfer function
Hnet( f ) that relateshL(t) to hnet,L(t) at a given wave frequencyf.
Figure 9 shows the transfer function amplitude,uHnetu, as a func-
tion of wave periodT51/f , for a selected set of field points. A
expected, results across field points converge in the long-w
large-T limit. Significant differences are predicted, however,
smaller periods: atT58 suHnetu varies from 1.0 at location 7~mid-
platform!, to 1.9 and 1.5 at the near-column locations 1 and 5

To consider the consequence of sampling this transfer func
according to a given wave spectrumSh( f ), we consider the am-
plification factor bRMS in the RMS value predicted by linea
theory

bRMS5
shnet

sh
5F E0

`

uHnet~ f !u2Sh~ f !d f

E
0

`

Sh~ f !d f G 1/2

(11)

The resulting values ofbRMS are shown as the ‘‘PREDICTED’’
results in Fig. 8.~Note again that our hypothesis here is not th
the linear model will yield the correct extreme value of eitherh or
hnet, but merely that it can yield a useful estimate of the corr
tion factor between them.! In fact the predictions show the sam
general trends as the observations: larger results at the n
column locations and in the smaller-TP seastate. Amplification
levels are somewhat underpredicted at several near-column
tions: at location 1,bRMS51.2– 1.3 compared with an observe
bp51.4, whilebRMS50.9– 1.0 at locations 4, 5, 6 compared wi
bp51.1– 1.2 from the observed data. These additional amplifi
tions may be the result of nonlinear diffraction, or may repres
near-column effects beyond the realm of a conventional diffr
tion analysis.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows similar results for the relative wave
evation,r (t), with respect to the moving structure. Because
structure generally moves with the waves, the relative wave
generally less than the absolute wave level, yielding factors in
10 that are generally lower than in Fig. 8. ‘‘OBSERVED’’ resul

Fig. 9 zHnet„T…zÄamplitude of transfer function from input un-
disturbed wave to output net wave hnet in the presence of the
structure. Predictions are from first-order diffraction analysis.
122 Õ Vol. 123, AUGUST 2001
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in Fig. 10 again predictbp as in Eq.~8!, now treatingr (t) as the
relevant response history. ‘‘PREDICTED’’ results in Fig. 1
again use Eq.~11!, now with a transfer functionHr( f ) to the
relative motion described in Eqs.~1!–~2!, which include the~lin-
ear! predicted transfer functions for heave, pitch, and roll. Aga
the predictions are found to show a similar trend to the obser
behavior. The most striking difference now occurs at field poin
near the platform center in the along-wave direction~locations 4,
5, 6, 7!, whose vertical motiond is dominated by heave rathe
than pitch or roll. Our predictions here overestimate the relat
wave elevation, suggesting that they underestimate the platf
heave motion.

The heave motion measured in the model basin has been s
trally analyzed and is presented in Fig. 11. The first-order p
dicted spectrum of heave motion~shown in the figure as ‘‘PRE-
DICTED’’ ! has been calculated using only the first-order trans
functions from linear diffraction. The spike that can be observ
in the measured spectrum, at about 0.045 Hz, coincides with
heave natural frequency of the vessel. The analysis omits
resonant effect, as no model of slow drift motions was availab
Inclusion of the effects of vessel motion in the statistical analy
is straightforward@2#, and is a topic of ongoing study.

Fig. 10 Theory versus data: relative wave amplification

Fig. 11 Comparison of observed and predicted heave motion
spectra
Transactions of the ASME
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Summary and Conclusions

• A new, fractile-based approach has been proposed to de
an amplification factor,bp , on extreme wave crest levels due
diffraction. This is calculated as the rms-ratio between input a
output peaks in all wave cycles~Eq. ~8!!. The scaling factor re-
sulting from this new approach is found to describe the out
fractile results quite well, even at extreme levels within the 18
of seastate test results, e.g. Figs. 5–7.

• Figure 8 shows that the largest observed amplificati
roughly 1.4, is found at location 1~in front of the up-wave col-
umn; see Fig. 1!. Other near-column locations~4, 5, 6, and 9!
show amplification factors of roughly 1.2. As might be expect
somewhat greater amplifications generally occur for the sma
TP case~with shorter wavelengths, hence larger relative effect
the structure!. The largest amplifications, however, at the ne
column locations are relatively constant for the twoTP cases con-
sidered.

• An analogous amplification factor,bRMS, has been defined
based onlinear diffraction theory~Eq. ~11!!. Note that we seek
here to use the linear model not to predict extreme values o
either h or hnet, but merely their ratio. In practice, we woul
propose to apply the correction factorbRMS to a second-order
random model ofh, for which analytical estimates of extrem
fractiles are available@6#.

• Numerical results forbRMS show the same general trends
the observations: larger results at the near-column locations an
the smaller-TP seastate. Amplification levels are somewhat und
predicted at several near-column locations: at location 1,bRMS
51.2– 1.3 compared with an observedbp51.4, while bRMS
50.9– 1.0 at locations 4,5,6 compared withbp51.1– 1.2 from the
Journal of Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering
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observed data. These additional amplifications may be the re
of nonlinear diffraction, or may represent near-column effects
yond the realm of a conventional diffraction analysis.
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